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Let W be a Weyl’ group and let S be the corresponding set of simple 
reflections. Hecke algebra H over the field K= Q(A), where u is an 
indeterminate, is defined as follows. H has basis elements T,, one for each 





if SW> w, 
if SW< w, 
where s~S, WE W. 
Let G = G(q) be a split Chevalley group over Fy with Weyl group W and 
Bore1 subgroup B = B(q). Then the Bruhat decomposition of G is given as 
follows. 
G= u BwB. 
WE w 
Let 1,G be the QG-module afforded by QGe, where e = IBI -’ CgsG ag. It is 
known that Endo,(?Ge) z (eQGe)OP. The elements a = xgcc ug g have 
coefficients which are constant on (B, B)-double cosets. Thus e?Ge has a 
basis (a, 1 WE W}, where a,,,= IBl-’ xgsBwBg. It is known that 
a 
asaw= qLw+ (q- l)a, { 
if SW> w, 
if SW< w, where soS, WE w. 
Therefore eQGe z Q BfH, where f: Q(G) + Q takes & to ,/& Thus 
information about H translates into information about the QG-module lg. 
These ideas were developed by Curtis, Iwahori, and Kilmoyer [3] to study 
1G B’ 
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In his thesis, Kilmoyer [S] constructed an irreducible component of this 
permutation representation called the reflection representation. This paper 
contains some properties of the reflection representation  of the Hecke 
algebra H( IV). 
Since the coefficients of the entries in a fixed column in the matrix of 
reflection representation of W are either all nonnegative or nonpositive for 
all w E W, Lusztig posed the question whether the coeflicients of the entries 
in a fixed column of n(r,) are either all nonnegative or nonpositive for 
WE w, 
The author thanks George Lusztig for suggesting this problem and for 
communicating ideas related to the type A case. (Lusztig has proved this 
case independently.) 
In this paper the question is answered in the affirmative for the Weyl 
groups of type A,, B,, D, and the dihedral group d,,. In addition, we found 
that, in the case of A, and d,,, all the entries in the matrix of the n(T,) are 
monomials in the indeterminate A. In the case of B,, D,, the entries of 
the rc( T,,,) are polynomials in the indeterminate & with at most two non- 
zero coefficients. Also, in type A, we show that the diagonal entries of the 
matrix of rc( T,) with respect to the standard basis of the H(W) are equal 
to the corresponding diagonal matrix of the reflection representation 
of w multiplied by a power of U, where the exponents of u are explicitly 
determined. 
The author is thankful to his advisor, Dean Alvis, for valuable 
discussions and suggestions during the preparation of this paper. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (W, S) be the coxeter system with root system @ and A the 
corresponding set of simple roots. Let a, /3~ A. We say that ct is linked to j? 
if (a, /I) # 0 and denote it by a---j?. Also, if (a, jl) = 0, then we say c1 is not 
linked to /3 and denote it by a--/-b. Let y, w E W. Define y < w if some 
expression for y can be obtained by cancelling factors from some reduced 
expression for w. The relation < is called the Bruhat order on W. Define 
L(w)=(s~S)~w<w} andR(w)={sES( WS-CW}. 
(1.1) LEMMA. Assume a, j? E A, w E W, and fi--1-a. Assume also that 
s,w>w and sp,w>s,w. Then sgw>w. 
Proof. Suppose sB w < w. This implies w = sB w’, where w’ < w. Now 
S&W = S,SBW since a--/-/3 
= s,spp w’ since w = sB w’ 
= s, w’. 
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This implies sB.sa w < s,w (since I(sgs, w) d 1 + I(w’) = l(w), where 1(w) is the 
length of w), which is a contradiction. Therefore, sBw > w. 
Recall the definition of reflection representation [3]. Let d be the set of 
simple roots of the root system @ and let W be the corresponding Weyl 
group. Let H be a Hecke algebra of W over Q(h). Let M be a vector 
space over K= Q(h) with basis {up 1 /I E A}. There is a unique represen- 
tation rc: H + EndR(M) defined as 
4Ts)(v,) = ,““, c 
i 
if a=p 
B &urn if a#/% 
where c = -2(/?, a)/(a, a) ifs = s,. II is called the reflection representation of 
H, because the specialization J u + 1 results in the natural representation 
of W as a group generated by reflections. 
2. REFLECTION REPRESENTATION OF THE HECKE ALGEBRA OF TYPE A 
Notations in the rest of the paper are same as in [l]. 
(2.1) THEOREM. Let H be the Hecke algebra of a Weyl group 
W4)~&+, and let z be the reflection representation of H. Then the 
matrix entries of n(T,) are all monomials in the indeterminate xf- u and the 
entries in a fixed column of n( T,,,) have either all nonnegative or nonpositive 
coefficients. 
(2.2) LEMMA. Let z(T,)(v,) = CsE4 f(@)vs, where WE W, SE A. Then 
the following hold: 
(1) Let p E A. Either f (/I) = 0 or f (p) = &-uecB), where e(b) EN. 4. 
(2) Assume a, /?E A and a---/?. Zf f(a) # 0 and f (/I) #O, then 
leta) - 4P)I = f. 
(3) Suppose s,w>w, f(a)#O, and a(T,)(z~,)#R~v,, then 
e(a) = e(B) + f for some /l---a. 
Before proving this lemma, we will define a graph which relates the root 
system and exponents e(B) off (jl) in the expression of the n( T,,,)(v,) as a 
linear combination of {up 1 BE A} for f(b) #O. We call such a graph an 
RE-graph. 
(2.3) DEFINITION. Let a E A and f(a) #O, then by (1) of the lemma 
f(a) = f ueCa). We plot the graph by connecting the points (a, e(a)) and 
(/I, e(b)) with a line segment if /%--a and and f (a) # 0, f (/?) # 0. If f (a) # 0 
but f(/?) =0 for all /3 #a, then we will plot only the single point (a, e(a)). 
We will label the point by “-“, if f (a) = - ueCa). 
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(2.4) EXAMPLES. Let W= W(A,). Denote a, /I, ye d(A,), where a---/I, 
p---y, and a--/-y. 
Example (1). Let w = s.sB E W. Then K( T,)(u,) = uu, + u3’2uP +uzuY, 




Example (2). Let w = s,,s, E W. Then n( T,,,)(u,) = u3’*u, + u2us + 




(1) We can rewrite (3) of Lemma (2.2) as follows: If s,w > w, 
f(a)#O, andR(T,)(~~)#R.u,, then (a,e(a))isnot alocalminimumin the 
RE-graph. In other words if ~(T,,,)(u~)‘s graph has a local minimum at 
(a, e(a)), then s,w < w. 
(2) Let WE W, s=s~ES. Ifsw>wand u=x(T,)(~,)=~~~~f(a)u,, 
then 
Wsw)W = u C fUWa + (-f(a) + J;; C 
5;” Lx ;:!a 
So, all the points (B, e(b)) for which p #a are one unit higher in the graph 
of n( T,,)(u,) as compared to the graph n( T,,,)(u~). So, when we discuss the 
action of T, on the graph of n( T,,,)(u~), we only discuss the graph at points 
(fi, e(P)) for which p---a and also at (a, e(a)). 
(3) Assume the lemma holds for u = z( T,,,)(u~). Then the RE-graph of 
the u is connected. This can be seen easily by specializing & to 1. 
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Proof of Lemma (2.2). We use induction on Z(w). If I(w) = 1, then (2.2) 
follows by the definition of the reflection representation. 
Suppose (l)-(3) of Lemma (2.2) hold for w E W when Z(w) < 1. Let 
f(w)=f- 1, SEA, and define 
Now assume w’ = s, w > w for some a E A, then ?r( T,,)(u,) = &rEA f ‘(b)us. 
We want to verify (l)-(3) of Lemma (2.2) for the coefficients f’(B). Since 
b4L)(~d)&= 1 corresponds to a positive or a negative root in @(A,), we 
may assume the signs of the coefficients of up’s in the expression of u as a 
linear combination of { uB 1 /I E A} are nonnegative. 
Case (A). Suppose (no;= I corresponds to a simple root, then 
the induction hypothesis gives u = rr( T,)( ua) = f (a) u, = daba for some 
tl E A. Now we will study the action of all Tsa’s on u when w’ = sB w > w. We 
get 
- &+), if a = fi, 
n( T,,)(u) = d(=)+ ha if b--/-a, 
ue(z) + lur + Ue(a)+ 1/2u8 if P---a. 
So, Lemma (2.2) holds in this case. 
From now on we assume that n(T,,,)(u6) # R- u, for any a E A. We will 
denote the simple reflection corresponding to ai by si and the 
corresponding Hecke algebra element by Ti, and also the corresponding 
element of module M by ui. 
Case (B)- If (~T,)(u~)J;= I corresponds to a root ~~ - ~~ = xi&k c j uK 
( 1 < i < j G n + 1, j # i + 1 ), then induction hypothesis gives 
u =n(T,)(us) = c f(a,)u,= c d’(OLk)uk. 
i<kij i<k-cj 
(a) Ifw’=s,w>w,form~[1,i-2]u[j+1,n], then 
n(T,)(u)= u c u~(=~)u~= c u~(‘~)+~u~. 
i&k-zj i<k-zj 
This shows that f’(ak) = uf (tlk) = dak)+ ‘, e’(a,) = e(ctk) + 1, i < k <j. 
Lemma (2.2) holds in this case by the induction hypothesis and 
Lemma (1.1). 
(b) If w’=s,w>w for m=i-1, then 
n( Tip ,)(u) = u c u~(=%~ + u=(~~)+ “20i- 1, 
i<k<j 
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so f’(a,) = uf(a,), .e’(ak) = e(ak) + 1 for i$ k cj and f’(ai- 1) = u”‘f(ai), 
e’(ai- ,) = e(a,) + f. Lemma (2.2) follows using the induction hypothesis 
and Lemma (1.1). 
(c) If w’= s,w > w for m = i, then x(Ti)(u) = u Cickxj z&)uk. In this 
case, f’(a,) = uf(a,), e’(a,) = e(ak) + 1 for i < k <j. 
The possible RE-graphs of the n(T,)(v,) and rr(T,,)(~~) are 
( 1) RE-Graph of n( T,,,)( ra) RE-graph of n( T,,,,)(v,) 
or, 
(2) RE-graph of I RE-graph of n( T,,)(u,) 
Parts (1) and (2) of Lemma (2.2) hold by the induction hypothesis. To 
prove part (3) of Lemma (2.2), suppose sp w’ > w’, where w’ = siw and 
f’(a,)#O. Clearly PE [i+ 1, j). If p~(i+ 1, j), then by Lemma (l.l), we 
have spw > w, so by the induction hypothesis, there is a aq---a, such that 
e(a,) = e(a,) + 4. So e’(a,)=e(a,)+ 1 =e(a,)+f+ 1 =(e(a,)+ 1)+1= 
e’(a,)+ t. Thus part (3) of Lemma (2.2) holds for PE (i+ 1, j). 
Now, if p = i + 1, and the resulting RE-graph of rc( T,.)(u,) is as in graph 
(2), then clearly e’(ai+,) =e’(ai+,)+ 4. And, if the RE-Graph of the 
rc( T,,,,)(u,) is as in graph (1 ), then we have to prove si+ 1 w’ < w’. The graph 
of ‘II( T,)(u,) together with the induction hypothesis implies sitI w < w, so 
w=s,+1 x for some x such that s, + 1 4 L(x). We will consider the possible 
graphs of rc( T,y)(u,). Since the nodes other than the ai+, node are one unit 
lower in the graph of x( Tr)(ud) as compared to the graph of rr( T,,)(u~), we 
have only two choices for the graph of rc( T,)(u,), given as 
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(lc) ; ~,,, or, PC) 1 y,; 
cY i a i+l ai a i+l 
Note that (2~) cannot occur because the graph in (2~) and the induction 
hpothesis show that si+ i x < x (contradicting si+ ,# L(x)). 
If graph (lc) occurs, then we conclude from the induction hypothesis 
that si E L(x), so x = six’, where x’ <x. So w = si+ , six’. Thus 
which implies si+ i E L( w’). This completes the proof of part (3) of 
Lemma (2.2) in this case. 
(d) If w’=s,w>w for mE(i,j-1), then 
n(T,)(o) = u 1 Ue%k + { -Ue(am)+ J;I (d-l) + Ue(am+q}v,. 
i<kcj 
kfm 
By (3) of Lemma (2.2) either e(a,) = e(a,+ ,) + f or e(a,) = e(a,- ,) + f. 
Subcase (1). If e(a,)=e(a,+, ) + f and e(a,- i) = e(a,) + 1, then 
UdQ)+ lVk + Ue(a,-l)+ 1/2”m. 
i<k<j 
kfm 
The RE-graphs of the rr(T,,,)(u6) and n(T,.)(u,) are 
RE-graph of rc( T,)(u,) RE-graph of a( T,.)(o,) 
‘. ‘\ . 
L- 
\ 
, I’ ,’ 
am-lam”m+l 
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Part (1) and (2) of Lemma (2.2) hold for the coefficients of rr( T,.)(u,). We 
want to check (3) of Lemma (2.2) for all sp for which s,w’ > w’ and 
f’(a,) # 0. Clearly p E [i, j - 1 ] and p # M. So, if ap--/-a,, then sp w > w by 
Lemma (1.1) and by the induction hypothesis, there is some a,---a, such 
that e(ct,) = e(a,) + 4, so e’(a,) = e(a,) + 1 = e(a,) + i+ 1 = e’(a,) + f. So 
lemma holds in this case. 
Now assume ap---a,. There are two choices: either ap = a,+, or 
ap=a,-I. If a,, = a, _ r , then from the above graph of n( T,,,.)(ug) we have 
e’(a,_ 1) = e’(a,) + t. 
Now if ap=a,+l, then we want to prove that there is some a,---a, 
such that e’(a,,)=e’(a,+,)=e’(a,)+f. We will discuss the graph of 
n( T,)(u,) near the a,-node. Recall that w’ = s, w, s, 4 L(w). There are two 
possible graphs of II( T,)(o&): 
(Id) or W) 
‘\ *. . 
b 
, a’ ,’ 





If n(T,)(u,) has graph (2d), then the graph of $rw,)(ua) is 
am-l”m “m+l 
In this case, e’(a, + 1) = e’(a,,, + 2 ) + f, so (3) of Lemma (2.2) holds. Assume 
now that n( Z’,)(u,) has graph (Id). From the graph (Id), we observe that 
s,, I w < w, that is, w = s, + ix, where s,, i $ L(x). Thus we can get the 
graph of u = n( T,)(u6) from the graph of u’ = n( T,)(u,) by applying T,,, + 1 
to u’. Therefore, the possible graphs of u’ are 
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WI or (4d 
am- 1 cym am+l 
1 
I 1 1 
am-lam am+1 
This can be seen easily because the nodes other than CI,,, + , are one unit 
lower in the graph of u’ as compared to the graph of u. Now, graph (4d) 
shows s m + r x < x, which is not possible by the induction hypothesis. Now, 





which implies s, + , w’ < w’. Thus, (3) of Lemma (2.2) holds. 
Subcase (2). If e(a,)=e(cr,-,)+t and e(cr,+,)=e(a,)+i, then 
n( T,)(u) = u c Ue%k + ue(-++‘)u,. 
i<kcj 
k#m 
The RE-graph of v and n(T,.)(v,) are 
RE-graph of K( T,,,)(u,) RE-graph of x( T,,,,)(v,) 
CY m-lam am+l ain-lam “m+l 
The proof of this case is similar to subcase (1) 
Subcase (3). If e(a,) = e(cc,,- i) + f = e(a,+ ,) + f, then 
7r( T,)(u) = u c zf(Q’+Jk +U=(a4J,. 
i<kcj 
k+m 
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So, the RE-graphs are 
RE-graph of n( T,)(u6) RE-graph of n( T,,)(u~) 
Thus, the lemma holds in this case by Lemma (1.1) and by using the 
induction hypothesis. 
(e) Assume w’ = S, w > w for m =j- 1. In this case the (j- 1 )-node 
is the end point of the RE-graph of u, so this case is similar to Case (c). 
(f) Assume w’ = S, w > w for m =j. The proof of the lemma in this 
case is similar to Case (b). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem (2.1). The first assertion of the theorem follows from 
part (1) of Lemma (2.2) and the assertion that the coefficients of the entries 
in a fixed column of the matrix 7c( Z’,,,) are either nonpositive or non- 
negative, can be seen by specializing & to 1, and can be compared with 
the reflection representation matrix of w. 
3. REFLECTION REPRFSENTA~ON OF THE HECKE ALGEBRA OF TYPE B 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let H be the Hecke algebra of a Weyl group of type B, 
over the field Q(,f) u , w h ere u is an indeterminate, and let n be the reflection 
representation of H. Then the matrix entries of the K( T,), for w E W, are 
either f cue@), where c = 0, 1, or 2 and e(P) E N . f, or + ue@‘)(ui + l), where 
0 #j E N and e(b) EN. $. Also the entries in a fixed c&mn of n( T,) have 
either all nonnegative or nonpositive coefficients. 
(3.2) LEMMA. Let u = n( Tw)(u6) = CDS4 f(/?)up, where w E W, 6 E A. 
Then the following hold: 
(1) Let PEA. Eitherf(fi)= ~c~~(fi)wheree(fi)EN.t, andc=O, 1, or 
2, orf(b)= &~@(uj+l) wherejEN, e(P)EN.{, andfifol,. 
(2) Assume u E A, /I E A, and P--B. 
(a) Iff(a)= FcuP(“#O andf(fl)= +cu”~‘#O, then le(a)-e(p)\ 
1 
2’ 
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(b) 1ff(a)= +cu~(‘)#O a&f@)= +u’(~)(u~+ 1) fir j#O, then 
[e(a) -e(P) -jl = 4 or [e(a) - e(p)1 = 4. 
(c) rff(a)= +ue(‘)(ui+ l), f(B)= +u~(~)(u’+ 1) for j#O, i#O, 
then le(a) +j- e(p) - iJ = 4 and le(a) - e(P)1 = 4. 
(3) Let a,/?,6EA and wE W. 
(a) Supposes,w>w,f(a)#O,andw(T,,,)(~~)~~~u,. Thenf(&#O 
and e(a) = e(b) + $for some /l---a. 
(b) Suppose f(a) = + 2up(“) and there is some b---cr such that 
f( j3) = f ff(fl) and e(a)=e@)+f. Suppose also that there is some y---a, 
y#/3 such that e(y)=e(a)+f. Then s,w<w. 
(c) Suppose f(a)= +2u”“‘, a#a,, and there is some /J---a such 
that f(B) = f u@) (u+ 1) and e(a)=e(/?)+$. Also suppose there is some 
y--a, y #b such that e(y) = e(a) + f. Then s, w < w. 
(4) Let a=ai, fi=a,-, be in the A(B,). Iff(a)= +z/(‘)(uj+ l),j#O 
and f( /I) # + upCB)( up + 1 ), p # 0, then f(p) = + ueCB). 
(5) Let a=ai, b=a,+, be in the A(B,). Iff(a)= +z/‘(~)(u~+ l),j#O 
and f(p) # zf@)( up + 1 ), p # 0, then f(b) = + 2~“~’ and j = 1. 
(6) Let a=aj, ~=a,-, be in A(&). Iff(a)= -+ue(‘)(uP+l), p#O, 
andf(fl) = +u~(~)(u~ + l), then p <q. 
(7) Let a=ai, B=a,-, be in the A(B,). ZJf(/l)= f2ue@) then 
f(a) = + 228’“‘. 
The Lemma (3.2) can be proved in a way similar to Lemma (2.2), if we 
redefine the RE-graph as follows. 
(3.3) DEFINITION. Let v = rc( T,,,)(u~) = X,,, f(/?)ua. Assume the lemma 
holds for u. Let a, BE A, and a---/?. According to Lemma (3.3)(2), we 
have: 
(a) If f(a)= +czJ(~)#O and I(/?)= &cu”~‘#O, then [e(a)-e(b)1 
= 4. So in this situation join the points (a, e(a)) with (/I, e(b)) by the line 
segment and if c = 2, then label the point by 2. 
(b) If f(a)= +cz@#O and f(B)= +uecS)(ui+ 1) for j#O, then 
le(a) - e(p) -jl = $ or le(a) - e(/?)I = 4. 
(i) If le(a)-e(B)-j( =$ and le(a) -e@)l # f, then in this 
situation join the points (/I, e(B) + j) and (a, e(a)) by the line segment. 
(ii) Ifle(a)-e(fi)I = $ and le(a) -e(B) -jl 2-5, then in this case 
join the points (a, e(a)) and (/.I, e(B)) by the line segment. 
B = a, (iii) If .(e(qr) - +-I) ;jl= 3 and /e(a) - e(p)1 = 4. Then, if a = a, and 
1+13 m this situation Join the pomts (/I, e(p) + j) and (a, e(a)) by the 
line segment. Now, if a = ai and /I = ai- 1, then in this situation join 
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(a, e(a)) with the points (fl, e(p) +j) and (8, e(p)), respectively. In this case, 
by (5) of the lemma c = 2, so we will label the point (a, e(a)) by 2. And we 
say that forking occurs at (a, e(a)). 
(c) Iff(a)= +u y d + 1 ), f(B) = f U’(fl) (u’+ 1) forjf0, i#O, then 
le(a) + j- e(p) - i( = 4 and \e(a) - e(P)\ = f. 
So, in this case we will join the points (a, e(a) + j) with (b, e(P) + i)) and 
(a, e(a)) with (B, e(p)) by the line segments, respectively. 
(3.4) EXAMPLES. Let W= W(B,). Let a=cLl, j?=az, y=a3, 6=a,, and 
q = a5 be in the d(B,). 
(a) Let w = sys~s~s~s~s,s, E W. Then z(T,,,)(us) = u’~‘~u, +u6uB + 






(b) Let w =s6sys6s9s,rs6sysa E W. Then rc( T,)(us) = u1s’2ucr + u’uB + 
u11i2(u + l)u, + 2u%, + ~u’~~~u,,. So the RE-graph in this case is 
481/120/l-16 
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4. REFLECTION REPRESENTATION OF THE HECKE ALGEBRA OF TYPED 
(4.1) THEOREM. Let H be the Hecke algebra of a Weyl group of type D, 
over the field Q(,,f) u , w h ere u is an indeterminate, and let n be the reflection 
representation of H. Then the matrix entries of the z( T,,,), for w E W, are 
either f cueCB), where c = 0, 1, or 2 and e(p) E N . i, or + u’@)(ui + 1 ), where 
0 #j E N and e(b) = N .&. Also the entries in a fixed column of 7c( T,) have 
either all nonnegative or nonpositive coefficients. 
(4.2) LEMMA. Let v= ~(T,,,)(v~)=&~~ f(B)vs, where WE W, BE A. 
Then the following hold 
(1) Let PEA. Eitherf(b)= +cz@) wheree(P)EN.+, andc=O, 1, or 
2, or f (/?) = *ueCB) (u’+ 1) where 0#j~N, e(fi)EN-f, and /I#an. 
(2) Assume a E A, j? E A, and a---/?. 
(a) Zff(a)= +cueCa)#O andf(/I)= fcueCB)#O, then /e(a)-e(p)1 
1 = 7. 
(b) If f(a)= *cue@) # 0 and f (/?) = + u’@)(ui + 1) for j # 0, then 
le(a) - e(B) - jl = 4 or le(a) - e(p)/ = f. 
(c) rf f(a)= *ueCe)(uj+ I), f(p)= *ueCB)(ui+ 1) for j#O, i#O, 
then [e(a) + j- e(P) - il = + and [e(a) - e(P)/ = 4. 
(3) Let a, /I, SEA, and wE W. 
(a) Supposes,~>w,f(a)#O,andlr(T,,,)(u~)$R.u,. Thenf(&#O 
and e(a) = e(P) + + for some /I--a. 
(b) Suppose f(a) = + 2~““’ and there is some P---a such that 
f(b)= +u@) and e(a) =e(/?)+& Suppose also that there is some y---a, 
y # /? such that e(r) = e(a) + f. Then s, w < w. 
(c) Suppose f(a)= +2@), a #a,, and there is some p---a such 
that f (/I) = + u@) (u + 1) and e(a) = e(b) + 4. Also suppose there is some 
y---a, y # /I such that e(r) = e(a) + $. Then s, w < w. 
(4) Let a=a,, fi=a,+,, y=ai, 6=ai+t, and n=a,P2 be in the 
A(D,). Zf fJu)= ~zP(“)(tP+ 1) and f(S)= +u’(~‘(u~+ I), also f(n)= 
+t/‘“‘(u+ I), then p=q= 1. 
(5) Let a=a,, /3=a,_,, y=ai, 6=aiP1 be in the A(D,). Zf 
f(a)=f(B), also $ f(r)= +@‘)(zP+ l), and f(S)#uc’d’(u4+ l), then 
f (6) = * ZP). 
Lemma (4.2) can be proved in a way similar to Lemma (2.2), if we 
redefine the RE-graph as follows. 
(4.3) DEFINITION. Let v = n( T,)(v,) = CBEd f (j?)vs. Assume the lemma 
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holds for U. Let a, /3 E d(D,), and a---j. First we will define the graph for 
ai, 1~ i < n - 2. According to Lemma (4.2)(2), we have 
(a) If f(a)= fcz8@)#0 and f(b)= fc~“~‘#O, then [e(a)-e(/?)I 
= $. So in this situation connect the points (a, e(a)) with (/?, e(b)) by the 
line segment. Let a Ed and f=(u) = F2z@), then we will label the point 
(a, e(a)) by + 2 accordingly. 
(b) If f(a)= fc~~@)#O and f(p)= kr@)(uj+ 1) for i#O, then 
le(a) - e(B) -j( = t or le(a) - e(P)1 = +. 
(i) If [e(a)-e(b)-jl =t and le(a)-e(P)1 #t, then in this 
situation join the points (B, e(p) +j) and (a, e(a)) by the line segment. 
(ii) If le(a)-e(B)1 = f and le(a)-e(P)-jl #+, then in this case 
join the points (a, e(a)) and (p, e(p)) by the line segment. 
(iii) If le(a) - e(b) -iI = f and je(a) - e(P)1 = 4. Then if a = ai and 
P=ai+l, in this situation join the points (/I, e(B) +j) and (a, e(a)) by the 
line segment. Now if a = ai and p = aj- 1, then in this situation join (a, e(a)) 
by the line segment. Now if a = ai and p = ai-, , then in this situation join 
(a, e(a)) with the points (/I, e(P) +j) and (b, e(p)), respectively. In this case, 
by (5) of the lemma c = 2, so we will label the point (a, e(a)) by 2. And we 
say that forking occurs at (a, e(a)). 
(c) Iff(a)= fu +yuj + l), f(/3) = f z/(B) (u’+ 1) forj#O, i#O, then 
le(a) +j- e(p) - i( = 1 and le(a) - e(p)1 = 4. 
So in this case we will join the points (a, e(a) +j) with (/l, e(P) + i)) and 
(a, e(a)) with @I, e(p)) by the line segments, respectively. And now for ai, 
n - 2 Q i Q n. Since a,_ ,--/-a,,, an---a,-,, and a,- ,---a,- 2 suggest hat 
we represent a, and a,-, as the same point on the x-axis. In otherwords 
we will identify a, with a,- i on the x-axis. Now by Lemma (4.2), 
le(a,-2)-e(a,-,)I =+= le(a,-,)-e(a,)l, so either le(a,)-e(a,-,)I = 1 
or e(a,) = e(a,- 1). 
Case (1). If e(a,)=e(a,-,), then join the point (a,-,,e(a,-2)) with 
the point (a,-,, e(a,-,)) and circle the point (anml, e(a,-,)). Note that 
the circled point represents both points (a,, e(a,)) and (a,- i, e(a, _ *)). 
Case (2). If le(a,)-e(a,-,)I = 1, then plot the points (a,-i, e(a,-,)) 
and (a,, e(a,)) one above the other with one unit apart accordingly, and 
join both points with (a,- 2, e(a,- 2)), and on the x-axis, we will write a,_ I 
just below a, if e(a,)-e(a,-,) = 1 and if e(a,-,)-e(a,) = 1, then we will 
write a,, just below the a,- i. 
In the end, we label all the points (a, e(a)) by 2 for which c = 2. 
(4.4) EXAMPLES. Let IV= W(D,). Let a= a,, /!?=a,, y =a3, and 6=a4 
be in the d(D,). 
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(a) Let w = sgs,sB, then x( T,)(u,) = &I, + u5’2ug +u3uy + u2ub and 




(b) Let o = sgs,sy, then x( T,)(us) = u~/%~ + u3us + u~/~u, +u5/2u6 




5. REFLECTION REPRESENTATION OF THE HECKE ALGEBRA OF 
THE DIHEDRAL GROUP 
Let d, be the dihedral group of order 2n which has a presentation as 
4 = CL sB I (w,X = 1 >, where u, /I E d(d,). 
Let A4 be a vector space over Q(h) with the basis {u,, u,}, where 
s=sa, t=sp 
(5.1) THEOREM. Let H = H(d,) be the Hecke algebra of the dihedral 
group, d,, ouer the field Q(s). Let IL be the reflection representation of H. 
Then the matrix entries of the n(T,,,) for w E d,, are monomials in &. Also 
the entries in a fixed column of the R( T,) have either all nonnegative or 
nonpositiue coefficients. 
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Proof. By the definition of the reflection representation, we have 





2 cos(n/n)u 4-l -U I. 
The characteristic polynomial of the matrix x( T,,) is (A - u( 1 + 2 cos 27r/n)) 
(2 + u) + 4u2 co? x/n = (A - cu)(n - [u), where c is a primitive nth root of 
unity. Hence the eigenvalues of n( T,,) are 5u and [u. We can find a matrix 




2 & cos n/n 1 -(1+i) . 
Now, if 2k<n, then 
Ku)k 0 1 [ auk 
bUk - 112 
0 (T;)k x= &,k+ l/2 dUk 1 ’ 
where a, b, c, dE R. Therefore the coefficients of the matrix are monomials 
in the indeterminate & Thus, the first part of the theorem holds for the 
elements (~t)~ of even length 2k < n. Also, it can be checked for 2k + 1 <n. 
The signs in a fixed column are either nonpositive or nonnegative. This can 
be seen by specializing & to 1. 
6. THE CHARACTER FORMULA FOR REFLECTION REPRESENTATION OF 
THE HECKE ALGEBRA OF TYPE A 
Let w E W(A,), s E S. We say a reduced expression for w is s-minimal if it 
has the minimum number of factors s among all the reduced expressions 
for w and denote by f,(w) the number of factors s in an s-minimal reduced 
expression for w. 
(6.1) EXAMPLE. Let W= W(A,)= (s,,s2, s3), then w=slsZsI is an 
s,-minimal reduced expresson for w and I,(w) = 1. Similarly, w = s2s, s2 is 
an s,-minimal reduced expression for w and I,(w) = 1. 
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For the rest of the section denote s, by s. 
(6.2) THEOREM. Assume w E W(A,), c1 E A. Let yO be the coefficients of LY 
in the expression of w(a) as a linear combination of elements of A, and 
let y be the coefficient of v, in the expression for n(T,)(v,) as a linear 
combination of {v. 1 BE A). Then y = yOu’(‘“-l”(“‘). 
Proof: By Theorem (2.1), the coefficient of v, is monomial in the 
indeterminate & and the sign of the coeffkient is the sign of the coefficient 
of a in w(a), which can be seen by specializing & to 1 in the expression of 
the HT,)(v& so 
Now, we want to prove that 
e(a) = I(w) - I,(w). (*I 
We will use induction on I(w). If f(w) = 0, that is, w = 1, then the result 
follows. Suppose theorem holds for w’ E W such that I(w’) < 1. Let w E W, 
l(w)=/> 1, and SES. 
Case (A). Assume there exists t E L(w), t #s. Let w = tw’, w’ < w. Now 
we have Z,(w) < Is(w)), since we may adjoin t to a reduced expression for w’ 
to obtain a reduced expression for w. Also w’ = tw, so I,( w’) < I,(w). To see 
this, starting with an s-minimal reduced expression for w, multiply by t on 
the left and cancel factors to get some reduced expression for w’. Thus, 
l,( w’) = l,(w). Now, 
=YOU 
4w’)-MW’)+ lo, + 1 f (/qua 
“,:” dl 
=yoP-‘l%,+ c f(j3)zQ. 
KA II 
Case (B). L(w) = (s}, w = SW’, w’ < w. We will divide this case in two 
parts. 
(i) L(w)= {s} and R( ) w contains some t E S, st = ts. 
(ii) L(w) = (s} and t E R(w) implies ts#st. 
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Case (i). If SE R(w), then w = w”s, where w” < w and I,(w”) = I,(w) - 1. 
SO 
MT,)(u,) = dz-d Ts)(u,) = -~(~bv~~)(&x) 
= YOU 4+M~“)U, + c f(/qus 
EA OL 
=you l(w”)+ 1 -Mw”)- 10, + c f(jj)$ 
Bg:A il 
= y,lP’-‘l’“‘u, + c f(j?)up. 
BEA B#U 
Now, if t E R(w), t #s, and ts = st, then w = w”t, where wN < w: 
4Tw)(u,) = 4~df~,)(U’J = MT,*)(%) 
= YOU 4wm) + 1 - MWu, + c f(P) uB 
fzA OL 
= YOU ‘(w)-~%a + 1 f(/?)u,, 
iEd OL 
since I,(w) = l,(w”) and 1(w) = I(w”) + 1. 
Case (ii). Assume 
{L(w)= {s} and tar implies ts#sr.} (**) 
Before we prove the theorem in this case, define x(i, j) = sisi+ i . . . sj- ,sj, 
for i<j. 
(6.3) LEMMA. Every XE W has a unique factorization x = x(i,, j,) 
x(i2, jJ ..-x(i,, j,), wherej,>j,> ... >j,. Also the factorization aboue is 
reduced in the sense that l(x) = x1 Ck &,,, 4x(ik~jk))=L.k., (jk-ik+ 1). 
Proof Let Wj = (s, , . . . . s,), 1 <j < n. Note that the distinguished coset 
representatives [2] of Wj- i in Wj are the elements x(i, j), 1 < i < j together 
with 1. We will use induction on n = rank( W(A,)). If n = 1, then the lemma 
holds trivially. Suppose n > 1 and the lemma is true for Wj when 
rank(Wj)<n. If XE W+,, then by the induction hypothesis x can be 
expressed as x=x(iI, jI)x(i2, j,).-.x(i,, j,), where j,>jZ> ... >j,,,. 
Note each w E W,\ W,, _ i has a unique expression w = x(i, n)x for some 
XE wn--l, 1~ i<n, such that l(w)=l(x(i, n))+l(x). So WE W, has a 
factorization w = x(i, n) x( iI, j,) “.x(i,, j,). Clearly n>j, >j2> ... >j,. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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(6.4) LEMMA. Assume L(w) = {s} for w E W(A,), s E S, then w has 
an expression w=x(i,j,)x(i- 1, 2)... x(i-m+ l,j,), where si=s and 
j, >j2> ... >j,. 
ProojI By Lemma (6.3), w has a factorization w=x(i, j,)x(i,, j,)-a. 
x(i,, j,), where j, >j, > . . .j,. 
Claim. i,=i-1. Suppose i,#i-1. If i2<i-2, then 
x(i,j,)x(i,,j,)=sisi+,~~~s,,shsiZ+,~~~sj2 
(since sjZ commutes with all sj for i<j<j,). 
This contradicts the assumption that L(w) = (s}. 
Now suppose i, b i. Then i < i2 <j, <j,, In this case si = sk for some k, 
i<k<jl, so 
= sisi+ , . ..Sk--ISkSk+....Sj,Sk...Sj~ 
= sjsj+ 1 “.Sk-,SkSk+1Sk”‘Sj,Sk+1.“Sj2 
= sisi+, ~..s~-Is~s~+,...sj,sk+l.~.sj2 
=s k+lSiSi+l “.Sk-,SkSk+l”‘Sj,Sk+,“‘Sj~. 
Thus Sk+, E L(w), a contradiction, Therefore, w = x( i, j,)x(i - 1 ), j2) 
x(&,j3).-.x(L,j,). Now L(x(i- l,j,)x(i,,j,)...x(i,,j,,J)= {sipI). 
(This can be seen easily using the same arguments as above.) 
Continuiting the same process, we will have w = x( i, j,)x(i - 1, j,) . . . 
x(i-m+ l,j,). 
Now we will prove the theorem in Case B(ii). By Lemma (6.4), 
w=x(i,j,)x(i-l,j,)... x(i-m+ l,j,), wherej, >jZ> ... >jm and s=si. 
Also,j,=i-1 orj,=i+l by (**)and Lemma(6.3). 
Case (a). Assume m = 1. Then w = x( i, j) = sisi + , . . . sip , sI, where 
si = s. In this case, 
IT,)= L,,,...s,bd 
=o.u,+uj-i-1’2u,,+,. 
Thus the theorem holds in this case. 
Case (b). Assume m > 1, j, = i+ 1, and u = ai. 
Claim. w(oLi) = ui+m. 
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Proof: First of all we will show that x(i - m -t 1, i + l)(ai) = ai+ 1 : 




since sj(ai+ ,) = ai+, for i-m+l,<j<i-1. Now we have w(a,)= 
x(h jl) . ..x(i-m+2.j,-,)(ai+,). Either j,,-,=i+2 or j,,-,=i+k for 
some k> 2. In the first case, x(i- m + 2, j,,- l)(ai+ ,) = ai+2, by the same 




Continuing this process, we get w(a,) = a,+,. Now by Theorem (2.1), we 
have 
IZ(T,)(U,)=UP(OL’+m)uj+,. 
So Theorem (6.2) holds in this case. 
Case (c). Supposej,=i-1, m> 1. 
Subcase (1). Assume j,-, = i. Then w(a,) = x(i, j,) . ..x(i-m + 2, i) 
x(&m + 1, i- l)(a,). We have 
x(i-m+ 1, i- l)(ai)=~i-~++1~~~i-22Sj-I(ai) 
=si--m+1 ..-Sj-2(clj+cLi-I) 
=ai+ai-,+ a.. +t(j--m+l. 
Now 
x(i-mm+, i)(a,+ ... +ai-,+I) 
=Si--m+l *‘*Sj(Crj+ ‘Ia +Clj--m+l) 
=Si-m+2 ***Sj-*(aj-*+ ea. +aip,+l) 
=Si--m+2(ai--m+2+~i--m+~) 
=O!j-m+l. 
Now if m>2, we have X(i-m+3,j,_,)(ai_,+,)=ai-,+,, since 
Sj(fLrn+l)=ai-,+l for i - m + 3 <j <j, _ 2 < i. Continuing this process, 
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we have w(ai)=x(i,j,).-.x(i--+ 1, i- l)(q)=c~,_,+~. So the coef- 
ficient of u, in n( T,)(u,) is zero by Theorem (2.1). Thus, the theorem holds 
in this case. 
Subcase (2). Assume j,- , > i. 
Claim. W(Mi)=Ct<-m+I +a;-m+*+ .‘. +“i+m. 
Proof: w=x(i,j,)..- x(i-m+2,j,,-,)x(i-m+ 1, i- 1). Recall x(i- 
m+l,i-l)(ai)=ai+aj-,+ .a- +ai-,+,. Now 
x(i-m+2, jmel)(ai+ai-, + ... +a,-,+l) 
=S;-m++o’ -SiSj+l(cli+Crjpl+ .-. +U.-m+l) 
=Si--m+2” .S,(ai+l+ai+ai-,+ **. +aivm+l) 
= ai+ I +Cri+cC,-I + e-4 +Cljpm+*. 
Similarly,wecanshowthatx(i-m+3,j,-,)(ai+,+ai+ ...+~l~-,,,+~)= 
ai+ +ai+l+ .-a +aipm+,, since j,-, >j,,- , + 1 > i+ 1. Continuing this 
process, we see 
W(tXi) =X( i, j,) . . -x(i---m + 1, jJ(a,) 
=Qifm+Cli+,_l+ --a +aip,+,. 
Since L(w) = {s}, s = si, the image of n( T,)(u,) must have RE-graph of the 
shape as given below by Lemma (2.2): 
Thus TI( TJ(u,) has the following RE-graph: 
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Now we may write n( TS,)(ui) = . . . + I.@+I)LI~- 1+ zP41~ + u~(~~+~I~+ I 
+ ..-, where e(cr,)=e(a,-,)+t=e(a,+,)+f. Hence n(T,)(u,)= ... + 
Ue(+Ji + . . . . By the induction hypothesis, e(a,) = /(SW) - I,(sw). We must 
show e(a,) = I(w) - I,(w). We have 
e(q) = Z(sw) - Z,(sw) = Z(sw) + 1 - Z,(sw) - 1 
= Z(w) - Z,(w). 
Therefore the theorem holds in this case also. This completes the proof of 
Theorem (6.2). 
(6.5) COROLLARY. If x is the reflection character of H, then 
x(Tw) =CaEd (coefficient of a in w(a))u’(w)-‘s(w), where s=s,. 
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